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Abstract

The 2013–2016 Ebola virus (EBOV) outbreak in West Africa was the largest and most com-

plex outbreak ever, with a total number of cases and deaths higher than in all previous

EBOV outbreaks combined. The outbreak was characterized by rapid spread of the infec-

tion in nations that were weakly prepared to handle it. EBOV ribonucleic acid (RNA) is

known to persist in body fluids following disease recovery, and studying this persistence is

crucial for controlling such epidemics. Observational cohort studies investigating EBOV per-

sistence in semen require following up recently recovered survivors of Ebola virus disease

(EVD), from recruitment to the time when their semen tests negative for EBOV, the endpoint

being time-to-event. Because recruitment of EVD survivors takes place weeks or months

following disease recovery, the event of interest may have already occurred. Survival analy-

sis methods are the best suited for the estimation of the virus persistence in body fluids but

must account for left- and interval-censoring present in the data, which is a more complex

problem than that of presence of right censoring alone. Using the Sierra Leone Ebola Virus

Persistence Study, we discuss study design issues, endpoint of interest and statistical meth-

odologies for interval- and right-censored non-parametric and parametric survival modelling.

Using the data from 203 EVD recruited survivors, we illustrate the performance of five differ-

ent survival models for estimation of persistence of EBOV in semen. The interval censored

survival analytic methods produced more precise estimates of EBOV persistence in semen

and were more representative of the source population than the right censored ones. The

potential to apply these methods is enhanced by increased availability of statistical software

to handle interval censored survival data. These methods may be applicable to diseases of

a similar nature where persistence estimation of pathogens is of interest.
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Introduction

The 2013–2016 Ebola virus (EBOV) outbreak in West Africa, currently known as the largest

and most complex outbreak since the virus was discovered in 1976, saw more cases and deaths

than all earlier outbreaks combined [1]. Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea were the most

affected countries. They contributed to the largest burden of Ebola virus disease (EVD) and

deaths, with over 28,000 cases and over 10,000 EVD survivors requiring convalescent care [2].

The outbreak was marked by a rapid spread of infection in these three insufficiently prepared

nations. It resulted in high case fatality rates (CFRs) reportedly 21.5%, 40.9%, and 60.8% in

Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea respectively, and almost reversed developmental gains

achieved over the previous years [3].

Following disease recovery, EBOV ribonucleic acid (RNA) has been detected in survivors

various body fluids including sweat, saliva, urine and conjunctival fluid, with EBOV clearance

in these body fluids occurring well under 100 days [4, 5]. However, studies show EBOV per-

sists longer in semen [5, 6]. In the Sierra Leone Ebola Virus Persistence study (SLEVPS), Thor-

son et al. [6] reported a maximum duration of persistence of EBOV in semen of 696 days

following discharge from Ebola treatment unit (ETU).

EBOV persistence in semen can be estimated by quantifying the risk (hazard) at which the

virus clears from semen, which involves following up EVD survivors from disease recovery

(after discharge from EVD treatment unit (ETU)) to the time when semen is confirmed to be

negative for EBOV.

However, in EBOV persistence studies, time of EBOV clearance in body fluids cannot be

observed with precision, either because the event occurred prior to first study visit, attributable

to delays in recruitment, or between study visits. SLEVPS reported a median delay to recruit of

258 days (counted from ETU discharge) with 610 days as a maximum while the interval

between scheduled consecutive visits for semen testing was two weeks [6, 7]. In Guinea’s Post-

EboGui study, a median delay from symptoms onset to recruitment was 319 days with a maxi-

mum of 810 days and the interval between two consecutive visits for semen testing ranged

from 4–24 weeks [8].

Estimating EBOV persistence in semen is best implemented through application of survival

analysis methods, due to the nature of the endpoint being time-to-event. An important advan-

tage of these methods is their ability to handle data even when the survival time is not directly

observed (or is censored).

There are three types of censoring encountered in survival. The first type which is the most

encountered in prospective cohort studies in general is right censoring, whereby the event of

interest has not yet occurred by the time of last visit. In the context of EBOV persistence, right

censoring occurs when an EVD survivor who tested positive for semen on recruitment is yet

to be confirmed EBOV-negative by the time of last contact, either because of their withdrawal

from study or loss to follow-up (LFU).

The second type is left censoring whereby the event of interest has already occurred by the

time of study recruitment however, with the interval during which the event occurred known.

Left censoring is a common scenario in studies of EBOV persistence in body fluids and is

caused by delayed entry (recruitment) of survivors at the time when the virus has already been

cleared from the body fluid, with the interval in which this occurred known to be between

ETU discharge and study recruitment [7, 9].

Left censoring is different from left truncation where the event of interest is not observed

because the person was never enrolled in the study, for example, because they died before

being enrolled. Left truncation is therefore assumed when participants whose event of interest

occurred prior to recruitment are not included in a survival analysis.
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The third type is interval censoring whereby the event of interest occurs within a specified

time interval in the context of a periodic longitudinal study follow-up. The interval censoring
can occur when the survivors who are EBOV-positive for semen on recruitment have the virus

cleared in between follow-up visits. In studies of virus persistence in semen, it is common for

the interval between visits for sample collection to be longer than planned. This may happen

when a survivor cannot provide a semen sample during a scheduled study visit or when a sam-

ple is collected but does not meet the quality requirements for laboratory testing, necessitating

a repeat sample collection at a later visit.

The date of earliest detection of EBOV in semen should theoretically be the starting point

of observation in the estimation of the virus persistence in semen. However, this date is practi-

cally impossible to ascertain because of difficulties in obtaining semen samples from acute

EVD patients for testing. On the other hand, understanding EBOV persistence during the

post-acute infection period is of more public health interest in order to understand the possi-

bility of sexual transmission of EBOV through semen.

Hence, in such studies, the population of interest is males who survived the acute EBOV

infection phase, who would be expected to be sexually active again and therefore at risk of

transmitting the virus. The survivors’ date of discharge from ETU (following confirmed blood

negative EBOV), in this case, serves as the starting point for estimating EBOV persistence in

the semen. It has not been possible to collect semen samples for testing at the time of ETU dis-

charge. However, the SLEVPS findings showed that the probability of EBOV-positivity for

semen declined with increasing duration between the ETU discharge and recruitment; in vari-

ous studies, it approached value of 1.0 with shorter duration [7, 10–12]. Based on SLEVPS, the

assumption of EBOV-positivity for semen at ETU discharge seemed reasonable and was there-

fore assumed for this paper.

In epidemiology and public health, there has been a wide application of survival analysis

methods dealing with right censoring [13–16]. In the context of a carefully designed clinical

trial or any other study design in which the starting point of risk observation is fully under the

control of the researcher, left censoring is expected to not to pose a problem, this being a more

common scenario in public health. However, it is less common for the starting point of risk

observation to be beyond the control of the researcher, like it is the case for EBOV persistence

studies which requires utilization of appropriate methods to account for left censoring. The

left- and right censoring are both special cases of interval censoring [17]. Currently, rich litera-

ture exists on the methods for analysis of interval censored outcomes, that include the use of

non-parametric [18, 19], semi-parametric [20–22] and parametric methods [17, 23, 24]. There

is also a handful of major statistical software for example SAS, R and STATA that are currently

equipped with easy to apply survival routines to handle interval censored data [25–27]. But it

proves occasionally necessary to use a combination of software, based on quality of graphical

capabilities, and sometimes the need for manual computation of some parameters estimates

whenever these cannot be directly obtained from the software. A single easy solution is not

necessarily available, and a combination might be needed to overcome some limitations in

available software.

Several studies have examined persistence of EBOV in body fluids, including semen, follow-

ing clinical recovery from the disease, where maximum duration for virus positivity of the

body fluid samples was reported [4, 28]. Sissoko et al., [12] applied mathematical modelling of

time-series viral load quantitative seminal fluid data threshold cycle (Ct) of 26 EVD survivors

in a cohort study setting to systematically determine the dynamics of virus persistence over

time, and using the model predicted median and 90th percentile times for virus clearance.

However, there was no indication of how the authors accounted for the interval censored

nature of the data in the time-series modelling.
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There is limited literature illustrating how the right- and interval censored survival tech-

niques can be applied in the estimation of persistence of EBOV in body fluids, given the study

design. From the review of current literature, only one paper, by Subtil et al., [8], was identified

that reported follow-up and persistence of EBOV in semen among 188 male EVD survivors

(Guinea PostEboGui study), and applied survival methodologies that accounted for the inter-

val censored nature of the data. However, there was no thorough description of how the deter-

mination of the lower and upper bounds of the left- and interval censored events was

implemented.

This paper is aimed at describing the theoretic, study design and methodological consider-

ations for non-parametric and parametric survival approaches for estimating persistence of

Ebola virus in semen in the presence of interval censoring. Using SLEVPS design, the paper

illustrates the application of these methodologies; discusses the resulting persistence estimates

from different models; and highlights strengths and weaknesses of each of these approaches

for EBOV persistence estimation in semen.

Materials and methods

Sierra Leone Ebola virus persistence study: Aims, population, design and

data collection procedures

SLEVPS recruitment took place from May 2015 to May 2016 in Sierra Leone in two locations:

the 34 Military Hospital (MH34) (an urban facility in Freetown, Western District) and Lungi

Government hospital (a semi-rural facility in Lungi, Port Loko District). EVD survivors were

recruited through meetings held in collaboration with the Sierra Leone Association of Ebola

Survivors, and other survivor support groups.

The study consisted of a convenience sample of 220 adult male survivors of EVD, enrolled

in two phases, at various times after discharge from an ETU. The survivors were followed pro-

spectively to determine the duration and correlates of persistence of EBOV in semen. Eligible

consenting survivors provided semen specimens at recruitment and two weeks later (the two

baseline visits). Those specimens were tested for the presence of EBOV RNA using a quantita-

tive reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) test. Follow-up visits contin-

ued until semen tested twice consecutively qRT-PCR negative for EBOV RNA.

The qRT-PCR test targeted two genes for EBOV detection in semen: NP and VP40 during

phase 1 of the study, and NP and GP in phase 2 of the study [7]. For the persistence analysis

purposes using survival methods, the semen specimen was considered EBOV-positive if there

was a detection of EBOV RNA in one or both gene targets; and EBOV-negative if there was no

detection of EBOV RNA in both gene targets. Confirmed EBOV negativity occurred when

there were two consecutive EBOV-negative results from semen specimens collected at any two

consecutive visits.

Those found to be EBOV-positive for any of the two baseline specimens were followed-up

every two weeks thereafter until the semen specimens tested EBOV-negative on two consecu-

tive visits. EBOV-positive or -negative semen test results were considered as valid results,

whereas non-interpretable EBOV results (due to semen specimen poor quality, insufficient

quantity or contamination) were considered as non-valid and therefore excluded from the per-

sistence analysis.

The primary event of interest was confirmed EBOV negativity (EBOV clearance) in semen

with the endpoint being the time to confirmed EBOV negativity in semen, measured in days

from the date of ETU discharge. The date of confirmed EBOV negativity was the earlier of two

consecutive dates with samples showing EBOV-negativity in semen. The date of ETU
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discharge was chosen as the time of origin (Time zero) due to interest in persistence during

the post-recovery period for EBOV disease.

For this study, right censoring was implemented at the visit prior to the last to ensure inde-
pendent (non-informative) censoring, which is an important assumption in analyzing censored

survival data [29, 30]. The earliest opportunity for study staff to collect and test a semen speci-

men was at the first recruitment (baseline) visit.

The study population, implementation, specimen collection and testing, as well as the

nature of the collected baseline social, clinical and behavioural indicators during and after the

EVD acute phase have been thoroughly detailed elsewhere [7, 9].

Ethics

Ethical permission was granted from the Sierra Leone Ethics and Scientific Review Committee

and the WHO Ethical Review Committee (No. RPC736). All study participants signed an

informed consent.

Primary outcome assessment, study participant types and design

considerations

Fig 1 illustrates different time points (t1, t2 and t3, measured in days) of assessment of con-

firmed EBOV negativity status in semen, as determined from the date of ETU discharge (time

zero), for three types of SLEVPS participants (P1, P2 and P3) grouped according to whether

they experienced the event of interest, and in case they did, by when this was observed. It was

assumed that all the recruited participants were EBOV-positive in semen at time zero.

Let t1 be the time from ETU discharge to study entry (recruitment) visit for the participants

who had a valid EBOV semen test result at this point. For those who did not have a valid
EBOV semen test result, t1 becomes the time from ETU discharge to the first visit beyond

recruitment having a valid EBOV semen test result.

P1 are those participants who became confirmed EBOV-negative for semen at time t1 and

are therefore considered as left censored. P2 would be those who were EBOV-positive for

semen at t1 and became confirmed EBOV-negative during study follow-up at time t2. On the

other hand, P3 would be those participants who were EBOV-positive for semen at time t1 and

became right censored at time t3.

Two types of study populations are in consideration: Population S0, that includes all

recruited EVD survivors, independent of the status of the event of interest at time t1; and Popu-
lation S1, a sub-population of S0 that includes only survivors who were yet to experience the

event of interest by time t1 (includes P2 and P3 only). Population S1 is used in this paper to

illustrate the biases associated with assuming left-truncation (exclusion) of observations of par-

ticipants P1.

Survival analysis methods for persistence estimation

We have chosen for illustration interval censored survival methods that correctly treat persis-

tence data as interval censored; and for comparison, included the right censored survival

methods that ignore the interval censored nature of the persistence data. For the interval cen-

sored survival methods, we illustrate how the persistence is estimated using the non-paramet-

ric survival methods as well as the parametric methods which assume the distribution of the

persistence data is known.

The right censored survival approaches. The right censored (RC) survival analysis

approaches are standard methods commonly applied when the time of occurrence of an event

observed is known exactly or is right censored. Because the exact time at which the event
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occurs cannot always be observed for endpoints which can only be observed at regular inter-

vals of visits, the right censoring methods can still be applied by assuming the time of event as

equal to the time of the visit at which the event is first diagnosed as having occurred, or by

imputing the time of event at the midpoint of the interval between the last visit at which the

event is yet to occur and the visit at which the event is first diagnosed.

Let T denote a random variable for time duration (in days) between the date of ETU dis-

charge and the date of reaching confirmed EBOV negativity in semen. Let δ be a censoring

indicator at the observed time points (t1, t2 and t3) with value set to 1 if the participant is con-

firmed negative for EBOV in semen; or set to 0 otherwise. The following two approaches can

be used to assign values for T and δ for the right censored survival models, with and without

assuming left truncation of observations:

Approach 1: Assigning value of T as equal to time from ETU discharge to

the first observed confirmed EBOV-negativity and assuming left

truncation of the observations for participants of type P1

When left truncation is assumed, the participants will be included for persistence analysis con-

ditional on being confirmed negative later than at time t1 hence use of population S1. The

Fig 1. Study participants time to confirmed negative Ebola virus RNA in semen, by type of censoring experienced.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274755.g001
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values of (T, δ) for P2 and P3 are (t2, 1) and (t3, 0) respectively (Table 1, Approach 1). The limi-

tation of using this population is reduced sample size due to the left-truncation of P1 observa-

tions and therefore decreased efficiency of the model parameter estimates because of not using

all available data. Furthermore, population S1 may not be representative of the population

where the Ebola virus disease survivors originated, as it favours inclusion for analysis of those

with prolonged EBOV persistence (became confirmed negative beyond time t1) over their

peers in terms of duration t1 from ETU with shorter EBOV persistence (became confirmed

negative earlier than at time t1). This therefore biases the results towards longer persistence

duration.

Approach 2: Assigning value of T as equal to the time from ETU discharge

to earliest observed confirmed EBOV-negativity

This is Population S0 which includes all the recruited EVD survivors (P1, P2 and P3). By includ-

ing participants P1 in this population under the right censoring survival techniques, one must

assume that they became confirmed EBOV-negative at time t1. The values of (T, δ) for P1, P2

and P3 are (t1, 1), (t2, 1) and (t3, 0) respectively (Table 1, Approach 2).

The advantage of using this population is increased sample size, by using data for all

recruited survivors. The main weakness however is increased likelihood of overestimation of

the overall persistence rate and duration, by ignoring the likelihood that confirmed EBOV

negativity in semen among P1 participants may have occurred earlier than at time t1.

Approach 3: Applying single imputation of time to event, with T equal to

the time to the mid-point between visits for the last EBOV-positive and the

first confirmed EBOV-negative result, as counted from ETU discharge

Because the time of event is not always directly observable, estimation of event time, by use of

single imputation using the midpoint of the interval between two visits is a commonly applied

approach that enables application of right censored survival models in the presence of interval

censored data [31–33].

Specific to SLEVPS, for participant P1 the imputed time duration for T can be estimated as

equal to
t1
2
. For participant P2, this is estimated as the duration to the midpoint between two

consecutive time points: l2 -the time of the latest visit at which the participant was observed to

Table 1. Right censored survival methods: The time duration from ETU discharge to confirmed EBOV negativity (Ti) and the censoring status (δi) for populations

S0 and S1, and by type of participants.

Participant

type

Time from ETU Discharge to visit with eventa,

observed or to the last visit (t)

Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3

Time to first time, event of

interest† observed, assuming

left truncation for P1

Time to first time, event of

interest† observed assuming

event of interest occurred at

time t1 for P1

Time to mid-point between

last time, event† not observed

and first time, event† observed

Sub-population S1 Population S0 Population S0

Endpoint

T

Censoring

indicator δ
Endpoint

T

Censoring

indicator δ
Endpoint

T

Censoring

indicator δ

P1 t1 Excluded Left truncated T = t1 1 T ¼ t1
2

1

P2 t2 T = t2 1 T = t2 1 T ¼ t2þl2b

2
1

P3 t3 T = t3 0 T = t3 0 T = t3 0

a Event of interest = confirmed EBOV-negativity in semen.
b Value l2 (not shown in Fig 2) is directly retrieved from the data, as the time of the last EBOV-positive result (prior to time t2) for type P2 participant.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274755.t001
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be still EBOV-positive, and t2—the time of the visit at which he was observed as confirmed

EBOV negative for the first time, which equals
l2þt2

2
. For participant P3 the censoring time T is

equal to t3 because their observations have been right censored. In this case the values of (T, δ)

for P1, P2 and P3 are (
t1
2
, 1), (

l2þt2
2

, 1) and (t3, 0) respectively (Table 1, Approach 3).

The main limitation of the mid-point imputation approach is that the persistence estimates

obtained may be less accurate, especially if the interval duration from ETU discharge to time t1

varies widely between participants of type P1. For SLEVPS, this interval ranged from 4 to 9

months [7]. It has been reported that using the midpoint of an interval for estimation of time

at which the event occurs, can lead to biased effect estimates [31, 34]. The midpoint approach

may furthermore underestimate standard errors, especially when the intervals are wide and of

varying length [35].

With values of T and δ in the format as shown in Table 1 for the right censored survival

approaches 1–3, a non-parametric maximum likelihood estimator (NPMLE) right censored

Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator [36] can be used to estimate EBOV persistence rate in semen.

The KM (product-limit) estimator for persistence at time t, S(t), for right censored survival

will be defined as Ŝ tð Þ ¼
1 if t < t1�

Q
ti�t

1 �
di
Yi

� �

if t1� < t

8
><

>:
where t1� represents the first (observed

or imputed) time of the confirmed EBOV-negativity event (failure time), counting from ETU

discharge; with di the number of survivors confirmed to be EBOV-negative; and Yi the number

of those not yet confirmed negative and have not been censored, by time t.

The interval censored survival approaches. Under the interval censored (IC) approach,

the exact time T of confirmed negativity for EBOV will be contained in an interval between

two time points (L, R], where L is defined as the latest time at which the participant was

observed or known to be still EBOV-positive and R as the earliest time at which he was

observed as confirmed EBOV-negative. For the left censored participants, L will be the time at

ETU discharge (Time 0) and R will be the time t1. For the right censored participants, L will be

at the visit at time t3 and R can be set to infinity (1). In majority of statistical programs, the

infinite value of R for the right censored individuals is usually set to missing. For the partici-

pants whose confirmed EBOV-negativity occurred between two study visits, their time T is

considered as interval censored.

Table 2 shows the respective interval censoring intervals for the three types of participants

P1, P2 and P3 who were left-, interval- and right censored, being equal to (0, t1], (l2, t2] and (t3,

1) respectively. To apply this approach the lower and upper limits of the interval (L, R] such

that L< T� R have to be determined.

Approaches 4 and 5 below show how the interval censored non-parametric and parametric

survival approaches can be applied to estimate EBOV persistence, with the persistence data

put in the format (L, R].

Approach 4: The non-parametric maximum likelihood estimator Kaplan

Meier’s Turnbull interval censored model

The non-parametric maximum likelihood estimator (NPMLE) is one of developments imple-

mented in the statistical analysis programs that permit use of the non-parametric KM methods

to analyze interval censored data. Consider a sample of n subjects from a homogeneous popu-

lation of male EVD survivors followed from ETU discharge to confirmed EBOV-negativity in

semen and having non-informative interval censored observations fIig
n
i¼1
¼ fI1; I2; . . . ; Ing

where Ii = (Li, Ri] is the interval known to contain the unobserved T for the ith subject.
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From the observed fIig
n
i¼1

, a set of non-overlapping intervals fðpj; qj�g
m
j¼1

where

p1 � q1 < p2 � q2 < p3 � q3 < � � � < pm � qm is generated, over which the non-paramet-

ric EBOV persistence rate function S(t) = P(Ti>t) is estimated.

Let αij denote the event indicator in which it is equal to 1 if the interval (pj, qj]�Ii and equals

to zero otherwise. Let ϑj = S(pj)−S(qj) be the weight in the jth interval and the probability of a

confirmed EBOV-negativity event occurring in this interval.

Assuming independence, the vector parameter ϑ = (ϑ1, ϑ2,. . .,ϑm)0 can be estimated by max-

imising with respect to ϑ1, ϑ2,. . .,ϑm the likelihood

LSðWÞ ¼
Qn

i¼1
ProbfLi < Ti � Rig ¼

Qn
i¼1
½SðLiÞ � SðRiÞ� ¼

Qn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1
aijWj, under the con-

dition that
Pm

j¼1
Wj ¼ 1 and ϑj�0 for j = {1, 2, . . ., m} [18]. One of the algorithms that can be

used to maximize LS(ϑ) is an Expected Maximization Iterative Convex Minorant (EM-ICM)

algorithm [37].

The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) ϑ1, ϑ2,. . .,ϑm would yield the NPMLE of EBOV

persistence function S(t) to be uniquely determined over observed non-overlapping intervals

(pj, qj], and given by SðtÞ ¼

1 if t < q1

Pm
k¼jþ1

Ŵk if pj � t � qjþ1

0 t > pm

8
><

>:

SAS Procedure ICLIFETEST, with a built-in capability for interval censored data [38], avail-

able in SAS/STAT Version 14.1 [26] can be used to estimate the KM interval censored

NPMLEs of the EBOV persistence rate in semen. This procedure applies the EM-ICM algo-

rithm that supports the Turnbull algorithm [18] and computes standard errors using multiple

imputation methods. SAS Procedure ICLIFETEST uses by the default 1000 multiple imputa-

tions. The EBOV persistence rate estimates obtained from this model are available only in a set

of non-overlapping intervals and cannot be uniquely estimated in the case of overlapping

(Turnbull) intervals between participants. Other major statistical analysis software which can

also provide the NPMLEs of the interval censored data, include R packages “Interval” [27, 39]

or “icenReg” with call function ic_np (where np stands for non-parametric)or relatively large

samples with >100,000 observations [27, 40]; and also STATA “IntCens” package [25, 41, 42].

Table 2. Interval censoring methods: Distribution of the lower and the upper limits of censoring interval at which

the failure time of interest, T occurred, for the three scenarios, based on population S0.

Participant

type

Time from ETU discharge to visit with eventa of interest

observed or to the last visit (t)

INTERVAL CENSORED

APPROACHES KM NPMLE

Survival (Approach 4) and

Parametric Survival

(Approach 5) Population S0

L R Type of

censoring

P1 t1 L = 0 R =

t1
Left censoring

P2 t2 L =

l2b
R =

t2
Interval

censoring

P3 t3 L =

t3
R =

1

Right censoring

a Event of interest = confirmed EBOV-negativity in semen.
b Value l2 (not shown in Fig 2) is directly retrieved from the data, as the time of the last EBOV-positive result (prior

to time t2) for type P2 participant.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274755.t002
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Approach 5: Interval censored Weibull (parametric) model

One advantage of parametric models is that they tend to give more precise parameter estimates

when there is a good fit to the data, since they are based on fewer parameters compared to the

non-parametric survival models. Exponential, log-normal, log-logistic and Weibull are among

the commonly used parametric survival distributions. For this paper we chose the Weibull dis-

tribution in apriori, because of its flexibility as both a proportional hazard (PH) as well as an

accelerated failure time (AFT) model; and furthermore because it estimates and forecasts more

accurately with extremely small samples.

The Weibull model can be fitted for the interval censored data in the (L, R] format, with or

without baseline covariates. For this study, the Weibull persistence probabilities were esti-

mated based on expected times (from ETU discharge) to EBOV clearance, using the estimated

the Weibull shape parameter given as α ¼ 1=
s

(where σ, is the extreme value scale parameter

estimate) and scale λ = exp(μ) (where μ is the intercept parameter estimate) obtained from the

fit of an intercept-only model in SAS Procedure LIFEREG. Hence the semen EBOV persis-

tence survival curve using Weibull distribution can expressed in terms of the scale λ and shape

α as follows: S t; l; að Þ ¼ exp � t=
l

ð Þ
a

ð Þ [26], whereby shape α gives an indication of whether

the hazard rate, in this case rate of confirmed EBOV negativity in semen, decreases (α<1), is

constant (α = 1) or increases (α> 1) over time: while scale λ>0, determines the duration of

persistence of EBOV in semen. There is also an alternative parameterization of the Weibull

survival function which can also expressed as S(t; b, α) = exp(−bt−α) where scale b is expressed

as b = λ−α. For this paper we used the earlier parameterization.

In addition to SAS, other statistical packages that can fit Weibull and other parametric sur-

vival models to interval censored survival-time data include R using function “survreg” [27];

and STATA package “stintreg” [41–43].

We used the SLEVPS data to illustrate the estimation of persistence of EBOV in semen

using the five survival models. SAS software was used for estimation of median EBOV persis-

tence duration and the corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI). We used R statistical soft-

ware Version 3.1 to plot EBOV persistence curves emanating from the estimates produced by

the five approaches. For plotting the interval censored KM persistence curve in R, “Icens” and

“Interval” packages were used [44], with the “Icens” package implementing an Expected-Maxi-

mization (EM) algorithm to obtain the survival estimates.

Estimation of percentiles of EBOV persistence and 95% confidence interval. Percen-
tiles. Let the pth percentile, denoted as tp (where p = {50,75,90}) represent the smallest observed

time following ETU discharge at which probability of EBOV persistence in semen, S(tp)<(1

−p/100). The values of tp were estimated directly from the survival functions of the five models

with: SAS Procedure LIFETEST for non-parametric EBOV persistence estimation assuming

data is right censored; ICLIFETEST procedure used for the non-parametric estimation assum-

ing the data is interval censored; and LIFEREG procedure for parametric estimation assuming

Weibull-distributed interval censored EBOV persistence data.

Standard errors for the percentiles. The standard errors (SE) of tp were estimated following

the methodology outlined in the book by Collett [45].

Let t(j) be the jth ordered confirmed EBOV-negativity event time (j = 1, 2, . . ., r).

The SEs for the four non-parametric EBOV persistence KM models (Approaches 1–4) were

computed as follows:

SE tp
� �

¼ 1

f̂ ðtpÞ
� SEfŜðtpÞg, where f̂ tp

� �
¼

ŜðûpÞ� Ŝ ð̂lpÞ

l̂ p � ûp
; with

ûp ¼ Max tðjÞjS tðjÞ
� �

� 1 �
p

100

� �
þ �

� �n o
as the maximum observed time where KM esti-

mate of EBOV persistence probability� 1 �
p

100

� �
þ �

� �
; and
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l̂ p ¼ Min tðjÞjS tðjÞ
� �

� 1 �
p

100

� �
� �

� �n o
as the smallest observed time t(j) where KM esti-

mate of EBOV persistence probability� 1 �
p

100

� �
� �

� �
. The value of � = 0.05 was used.

The values of ûp; l̂p; ŜðûpÞ; Ŝð̂lpÞ and SEfŜðtpÞg were obtained from the SAS output of the

KM survival models. SAS-estimated SEfŜðtpÞg using Greenwood formula and imputed SEs

were used for SEfŜðtpÞg for the KM-RC and KM-IC models respectively. Following directly

from above, the corresponding lower and upper confidence limits of tp for the four right- and

interval censored KM models were estimated linearly as tp�1.96×SE(tp).
The SE of tp for the Weibull parametric interval censored model (Approach 5) was directly

invoked from SAS Procedure LIFEREG. The lower and upper 95% confidence limits of the

percentiles given by the formula [45] exp ½ln ðtpÞ � f1:96� SE ðlnðtpÞÞg� where

SE ðlnð̂tpÞÞ ¼ 1

t̂ p
� SE t̂p

� �
; with the tp and SE(tp) values.

Results

Table 3 shows the distribution of survivors entering intervals of follow-up (in days) relative to
time point t1 and the corresponding number of survivors who became confirmed EBOV-nega-

tive during each of the intervals. This table shows that 88 out of the 203 participants recruited

at time t1, were already confirmed EBOV-negative by this time (P1 participants).

Fig 2 illustrates survival curves for the five candidate approaches used for estimation of

EBOV persistence in semen. The KM right censoring (Approach 1) which assumes the con-

firmed negativity occurred at the first time it is observed and in addition assumes left trunca-

tion for P1 participants, results in the persistence curve that is shifted to the right, leading to

overestimation of EBOV persistence duration.

The KM right censored (Approach 2) which also assumes the confirmed negativity

occurred at the first time it is observed, and at time t1 for P1 participants, also results in an

overestimation of persistence which is more extreme than that in Approach 1. Survival models

applying KM right censored midpoint imputation (Approach 3), KM interval censored multi-

ple imputations (Approach 4) and Weibull interval censoring (Approach 5), yield persistence

curves which are much closer together and persistence rate estimates which are much lower

compared to those from Approaches 1 and 2. The fit of the Weibull model on the EBOV per-

sistence data yielded the scale (λ) parameter value of 251.6 (95% CI 230.1, 275.1) days. It also

yielded a shape (α) parameter value of 2.14 (95% CI 1.84, 2.49), which is above 1.0, indicating

Table 3. Crude follow-up time (in days) and observed confirmed EBOV status of male survivors counting from enrolment visit t1
a.

Start time interval (days) from enrolment visit (t1) # entering the interval # withdrawn from study # confirmed negative for EBOV

Enrolment (visit t1
a) 203 0 88

1–30 115 1 42

31–60 72 1 19

61–90 52 1 11

91–180 40 0 28

181–270 12 1 5

271–360 6 2 3

361–450 1 0 0

451–540 1 1 0

Total # with at least one semen specimen with valid results 7 196

a t1 refers to the recruitment or post-recruitment visit at which the semen sample collected yielded the first valid (positive or negative) result for EBOV result.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274755.t003
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rate of clearing of the virus in the semen increases with time, consistent with the observed

SLEVPS persistence data. When the KM-IC and Weibull persistence curves are plotted

together their 95% confidence intervals clearly overlapped (S1 Fig).

Fig 3 shows that the 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles (95%CI) for EBOV persistence in semen

of the EVD survivors indicating the respective times at which persistence probability was

below 0.50, 0.25 and 0.10 respectively. KM IC model (Method 4) shows the persistence proba-

bility (95%CI) was<0.50 at 204 (193, 215) days, < 0.25 at 281 (244, 318) days, and was under

0.10 at 336 (300, 372) days post-ETU discharge. Approaches 3 and 5 that took into consider-

ation the interval in which the event occurred, produced percentile estimates which were

much closer to those obtained through KM IC model. Approaches 1 and 2 which did not take

into account event interval produced percentiles which deviated substantially from those of

KM IC model.

Discussion

The non-parametric and parametric survival models applying the right and interval censoring

methodologies presented in this paper illustrated differing results in the estimation of EBOV

persistence in semen. The point estimates for the rate and duration of EBOV persistence in

semen as well as their precision as obtained from these models varied considerably. The right

censoring survival methods that assume the confirmed negativity occurred at the first time it is

observed (Approaches 1 and 2) resulted into persistence curves which were more shifted to the

right towards higher persistence rate and longer persistence duration. The median duration of

Fig 2. EBOV persistence using right- and interval censored non-parametric and parametric approaches.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274755.g002
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EBOV persistence using these two approaches was shown to be about 2–4 months longer com-

pared to KM-IC method (Approach 4). Approaches 1 and 2 resulted in 75th and 90th percentile

estimates which further deviated from those of KM-IC method (higher by 4–6 months) and

produced the least precise estimates of the 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles of the persistence

curve (Fig 3). On the other hand, the right censored method that applied a single midpoint

imputation of the time (Approach 3) fared comparatively better, in terms of yielding estimates

of persistence rate and duration that were comparable to those obtained using the interval cen-

sored approaches. This method also resulted in a more precise median EBOV duration, consis-

tent with the KM-IC method.

Fig 3. Comparison of the performance of the five non-parametric and parametric models in estimating

percentiles (95%CI) for EBOV confirmed negativity in semen.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0274755.g003
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The results of the EVD survivors’ data show that the Weibull IC EBOV persistence curve

when considered relative to the KM-IC curve, fitted each other well beyond 400 days post-

ETU discharge, with the point estimates for persistence rate for the Weibull curve slightly

lower or above those of the KM-IC curve in the period before and after 200 days post-ETU,

respectively (Fig 2). The Weibull IC distribution however produced estimates of EBOV persis-

tence in semen that were almost comparable to those of KM-IC model.

It has been reported that using right censoring survival analysis methods to analyze data

that consists of left- or interval censored observations may result into biased estimates, and

severely underestimated standard errors [46].

Left censoring was present in the SLEVPS with 88 (43%) of 203 participants confirmed

EBOV negative on recruitment. This was also reported in the Guinea’s PostEboGui study by

Subtil et al., [8] where 173 (91.9%) out of the 188 male EVD survivors tested negative for

EBOV in semen on recruitment following discharge from the treatment centre whereby both

parametric and non-parametric (Turnbull) estimators were used in the persistence estimation.

Relative to the EBOV persistence in semen estimation, three types of biases may have been

induced because of applying the single imputation right censored KM survival models.

The first type is selection bias due to left-truncation of the observations of participants con-

firmed EBOV-free in semen at the time of first specimen with valid result was obtained (Visit

t1), (Approach 1). This bias leads to loss of sample information since the participants excluded

at this time who had a shorter EBOV persistence duration might be characteristically different

from their included peers who had longer persistence (beyond time t1) despite both groups

being recruited at around the same time from ETU discharge. Furthermore, there is loss of

sample size which would affect the precision of the persistence endpoint estimates.

The second type of potential bias is due to failure to consider the time interval during

which the confirmed EBOV negativity occurred in the survival analysis (Approaches 1 and 2).

The magnitude of this bias is dependent on how long the interval is between visits containing

time at which the event occurs. This however is important for the Sierra Leone cohort since

some EVD survivors had a long interval between visits. Firstly, there was a long interval from

when they were discharged from ETU to the time they were recruited, where for a vast major-

ity of the participants this period was longer than 3 months and went as high as 19 months.

The effect of this is seen in Approach 2, since the inclusion of the left censored participants by

imputing their time at which the event occurs at t1 led to a shift of the persistence curve to lon-

ger durations of persistence. This shift was more extreme in this study even relative to the

Approach 1 which applies the same methodology but truncates the observations for the left

censored participants. The right censoring survival model with the single midpoint imputation

(Approach 3) is also prone to this type of bias especially when the intervals between visits are

too long.

The third possible bias may be as a result of possible underestimation of standard errors

due to single imputation of the right censored survival methods. However, from the results,

the right censored KM model with midpoint imputation resulted in median duration estimates

and precision which did not deviate much from those obtained through the KM-IC model.

The KM-IC model hence is the most appealing for estimating EBOV persistence in semen

as it is the most efficient and does not require prior distributional assumptions for the baseline

hazard.

Several major statistical software packages that can handle interval censored proportional

hazards regression modelling that account for covariates adjustment. For the Sierra Leone

study, SAS Procedure ICPHREG with a piecewise constant parameterization for the baseline

hazard was used to fit an interval censored proportional hazards (PH) regression model that

explored and adjusted for important predictors and effect-modifiers of being EBOV-free in
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semen [6]. Other statistical software that integrate covariates in the semi-parametric regression

model include R package “icenReg” with call function “ic_sp” (where sp stands for semi-

parametric) [28, 41] and STATA package “stintcox” [42, 43]. Fully parametric interval cen-

sored multivariable regression models can be fitted also using SAS Procedure LIFEREG; R

package “incenReg” call function “ic_par”; and STATA package “stinreg”.

Percentiles of virus persistence in semen provide the probability of EBOV persisting beyond

a certain time period. This is of clinical and public health importance as it helps with inform-

ing semen testing survivor programmes and policy formation surrounding duration of use of

certain preventive measures (including sexual abstinence and condom use aimed at minimiz-

ing sexual transmission of the virus), and therefore the possibility of preventing future out-

breaks. Furthermore, extreme upper tail virus persistence percentiles are important in

understanding duration following ETU discharge that a group of survivors who are slowest to

clear EBOV, become EBOV-negative.

One challenge faced was in the estimation of the SEs for the lower and upper tails of the

non-parametric (KM) survival percentile distributions. While current statistical procedures

like SAS ICLIFETEST or LIFETEST can easily estimate the SEs for the central survival percen-

tiles (25th, 50th and 75th) also referred to as survival quartiles, these routines do not automati-

cally estimate the SEs for the extreme lower and upper percentiles. For consistency, the

standard errors for the 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles for the EBOV persistence in this paper

were computed manually using the formulae outlined in the book by Collett [29], combined

with SAS-produced estimates required in these respective formulae. The 95% confidence limits

for the survival quartiles computed manually were compared against those readily estimable in

the SAS program and showed a difference in width of the intervals between the two methods

of estimation of the percentiles of the 4 non-parametric (KM) models (under linearly trans-

formed 95% CI) not exceeding three weeks. For the Weibull interval censored model, the

LIFEREG procedure had the in-built capability to estimate all the percentiles and correspond-

ing SEs.

Conclusions

Survival models that take into account the interval nature of the data on EBOV persistence in

semen ensure statistically robust and unbiased estimates of EBOV persistence in this body

fluid. Through comparison of estimates obtained using the right and interval censoring

approaches, the methodologies that account for interval censoring result in shorter confidence

interval (and therefore more precise estimates) which are also more representative of the

source population compared to right censored approach (that ignore interval censoring). With

increasing availability of statistical routines like SAS, R, STATA and other software to handle

interval censored data, it has become relatively easier to apply them. The non-parametric and

semi-parametric interval censoring survival methods should therefore be highly considered

for use in estimation of virus persistence in body fluids of EVD survivors. Where good fit is

demonstrated, the parametric interval censored methods including those that use the Weibull

distribution should be considered as they give more precise estimates. These models can also

be applied to study persistence in other types of pathogen such as Zika virus.
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S1 Fig. EBOV persistence: Comparison of interval-censored Weibull model to the KM
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